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I
F YOU’RE not familiar 
with Ceepo as a brand 
then you might be 
surprised that there 
were as many Ceepos  

at Kona last year as 
Cannondales. Riding the 
distinctive Katana makes 
their popularity perfectly 
understandable.

FRAME AND FORKS
The conventional fork syncs 
into a scoop on the very broad 
dropped down tube, which 

all the way down to the press  

chainstays are absolutely vast 
too, with TRP V brakes tucked 
underneath and a very neat 

the top of the tyre with the 
resulting rectangular 

aero seat post gives 

conventional or tri style fast 
forward seat angles and there 

THE KIT 

with a conventional cable 
operated Ultegra shift set up 
upgraded with distinctive 

a functional rather than fancy 

tyres are workaholic training 
partners but not really race 

aspirational too, but the 

beginners pins rather than pro 
 

of just how light the Katana 

lightest on test despite the cost 

THE RIDE

interesting riding a bike that 

chainstays had us concerned 

that just because it looked 

body builder pose that’ll rattle 

Big frame tubes can handle big power 
without flinching but they still ride smooth 
and stable on rough or windy roads.

Rotor’s elliptical Q rings feel weird at first 
but they create a smooth power surge 
sensation once you’re used to them.

The comfortable, confident tuck position 
means you won’t be spending much time 
on the cheap, uncomfortable base bars.

Ceepo 

KATANA  
ULTEGRA 
£3,250 velotechservices.co.uk
This surprise Kona favourite shows why  
it’s earning its place in on the Queen  
Ka’ahumanu highway
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V
E
R
D
IC
T PERFORMANCE

VALUE
OVERALL

Smoothly balanced handling, wind 
stability and acceptable comfort.

Complete bike prices look high 
compared to the competition.

Serious power surge and speed 
sustain is confidently delivered.

Definitely deserves better wheels  
to make it really pop under power.

C
O
N
S

P
R
O
Syour bones and knock you off 

your rhythm on rougher roads. 

 

okay for a marathon. 

on the base bars anyway and 

 
 

 

the smooth surge of wattage 

charge character of the Katana. 

 “You’ll get good returns if you dig deep 
 to invest all your power in it”

Easy power surge and speed sustain 
on the road mean the performance 
sum easily outstrips the parts.

KONA BIKES


